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• To provide better insight on HLZ determination 

and the challenges associated with current 

geospatial models by primarily looking at:

Objective

• Specific challenges associated with 

factors in different climate zones

• Ultimately, this research best interests the Army 

Geospatial Center and the National Geospatial-

Intelligence Agency (NGA).

• A helicopter landing zone (HLZ) is classified as 

any area that is suitable to land one or more 

helicopters. The identification of these areas is a 

critical geospatial task in military operations like 

inserting and extracting troops, providing fire 

support, and replenishing equipment. Hence, it 

is important for helicopters to have the ability 

to land and takeoff beyond established 

locations. 

• Primary criteria/considerations: surface 

conditions, ground slope elevation, approach 

and departure directions, prevailing wind, density 

altitude, & obstacles. (See Figure 1)

• Current methods and analysis for HLZ 

identification are identifying HLZs based on 

imagery; however, the accuracy and reliability of 

this method is used with caution. A more 

advanced method is combining raster and 

vector data using geospatial capabilities to 

determine viable sites based on elevation, slope, 

land cover, and land suitability. 

Introduction

SCAN ME!

To access the ArcGIS Story Map (ESRI) of the 

current Helicopter Landing Zone research project.

• Select study sites across different Köppen climate zones (see Figure 2):

Methods

• A: Tropical (East Schofield Barracks, HI & the Marshall Islands)

• D: Continental (Ft. Greely, AK)

• Collect land cover and elevation data through satellite imagery from Planet Explorer

• Transfer data into ArcGIS Pro or ENVI

• Perform supervised/unsupervised classification using geospatial tools to enable each team confirm areas of 

desirable or undesirable land cover that fits HLZ criteria.

Figure 2. Imagery of study site locations.

• We recommend the use of drones for imagery 

and terrain walks to compare results from this 

research with ground truth data. This would 

help determine other factors that pose as 

challenges that resolution from imagery 

neglects.

• This study only considers land cover and 

elevation data, future research should 

consider overhead obstructions or more 

robust HLZ locations.

• Researchers should build a repository of data 

and findings that can contribute to the 

standardized development of HLZ criteria with 

reliable accuracy or produce confidence 

intervals in HLZ identification using geospatial 

capabilities. 

Future Research

• A Climate: vegetation and slope that could 

lead to the possibility of brownout 

conditions, coastal erosion, and sea-level 

advance. 

Conclusions
• Identified challenges within climate zone:

• This research cannot recommend any accuracy 

requirements or ideal data resolutions, it 

provides a foundation upon which future 

projects can build. 

• D Climate: dense vegetation, seasonal 

changes (snowfall and water)

Results
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Figure 3. Map of HLZ suitability & slope.

Figure 4. Erosion map.

Figure 5. Soil hydrologic map.

Figure 6. Map of land and slope classification.

Figure 7. Map of identified areas suitable for HLZs.

Figure 8. Unsupervised classification      

(30 classes).

Figure 9. Unsupervised classification        

(3 classes).

Figure 3. Three UH-60 Blackhawks helicopters landing. 

(Image courtesy of Strategy Page)

Figure 10. On the ground image of North Slope Alaska.

(Courtesy of Dr. Matt O’Banion)
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